
mixing.

In the detection, multiplication, or mixing of exter-
nal-radiation frequencies, the "strong" intrinsic emis-
sion of the SPC has the same effect as heterodyne
emission when receivers detect weak signals. Fluc-
tuations of the i.f. signal due to fluctuations of the vol-
tage on the SPC are eliminated in pure mixing of sig-
nals . This fact is of basic importance for the absolute
measurement of laser frequencies. Actually, frequen-
cy fluctuations of stabilized lasers amount to 10-100
Hz, whereas the thermal fluctuations of the voltage
across the SPC at 4.2 °K are sufficient to produce an
i.f. linewidth of about 105 Hz (without considering the
intrinsic emission). Allowance for the latter makes
possible practically complete elimination of the effects
of SPC voltage fluctuations on the i.f. spectrum.

The picture thus developed, which takes into account
the "self-action" of the intrinsic emission, made it
possible to explain the previously observed subharmon-
ics and harmonics of the superconductor's energy gap.
Experiments have shown that superconductive weak
couplings based on niobium and its alloys remain
strongly nonlinear in the frequency range £8·101 2 Hz.
Their use makes it possible to multiply and mix fre-
quencies in the range 109-1013 Hz. In metrological
problems, the intermediate klystron and the cumber-
some submillimeter HCN laser can already now be
eliminated in the frequency-synthesis chain from the
radio band to the visible region.

An important problem in frequency multiplication is
the dependence of the spectral widths of the harmonics
of the multiplied radiation on the number of the har-
monic, an effect determined by the statistical proper-
ties of the noise shaping the linewidth of the external
radiation. If the noise is "white," then Δωη~η2; here
Δωπ is the spectral width of the w-th harmonic. It is
not advantageous to use this radiation to obtain higher-
numbered harmonics, since it has Αωη/ωη = ηΑ(ύ1/ωι.
However, it can be assumed for practical purposes that
the noise spectrum is cut off at a certain frequency u>c.
In this case we have Δωη~η for a>n»a>c. For frequency
multiplication, therefore, it is desirable to use exter-
nal-radiation sources with the lowest possible ω0. The
materials of the present report were published in the
following sources: G. N. Basov, Ε. Μ. Belenov, S. I.
Vedeneev, M. A. Gubin, G. P. Motulevich, V. V. Ni-
kitin, V. A. Stepanov, and A. V. Uskov, Kvantovaya
Electron. (Moscow) 6, 1718 (1979) [Sov.J. Quantum Elec-
tron. 9, 1012 (1979)]. E. M. Belenov, S. I. Vedeneev, G. P.
Motulevich, V. A. Stepanov, and A. V. Uskov, Zh.
Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 76, 791 (1979)JSov. Phys. JETP
49, 399 (1979)]. G. N. Basov, Ε. Μ. Belenov, S. I.
Vedeneev, M. A. Gubin, G. P. Motulevich, V.V. Ni-
kitin, M. G. Perevalov, V. A. Stepanov, and A. V.
Uskov, Kvantovaya Elektron. (Moscow) 5, 371 (1978)
[Sov. J . Quantum Electron. 8, 213 (1978)]. S. I. Ve-
deneev and G. P. Motulevich, Fiz. Tverd. Tela (Len-
ingrad 19, 2973 (1977) [Sov. Phys. Solid State 19,
1742 (1977)].

I. A. Zhitnik, E. Ya. Kononov, V. V. Korneev,
V. V. Krutov, S. L. Mandel'shtam, and A. M. Urnov.
Spectra of solar x-ray flares. The spectra of x-ray
flares give us important information on the physical
parameters of the flare regions on the sun and on the
elementary processes that take place in them.

The paper reports new results from reduction of the
spectra of a group of strong flares that occurred in
October-November 1970.1

The spectra were obtained on the Intercosmos-4 sat-
ellite with the aid of Bragg spectrometers with quartz
crystals.2 They cover the wavelength range from 1.70
to 1.95 A with record-high resolution: 3 · 10"4 - 1 · 10-3

A. This region includes the "hottest" lines of the solar
spectrum, which belong to helium- and hydrogen-like
iron ions (FeXXV and FeXXVI). To identify the solar
lines reliably, we produced laboratory spectra of the
corresponding iron ions using a special variant of the
vacuum spark with very small total circuit inductance.3

Detailed study of the solar spectra indicated the pres-
ence of the following main lines: a resonance line of
hydrogen-like iron FeXXVI La2p2P1/2>3/2-^ lS2S1/2\
= 1.78 A, a resonance line of helium-like iron FeXXV
ions—the line ls2p1P1- Is2 1S0X= 1.8506 Α (ω), the in-
tercombination line ls2p3Pi- ls21S0X = 1.8596 A (y),
the forbidden magnetic-dipole line ls2s3S1 — ls21S0X
= 8684 A (2) and the forbidden magnetic-quad rupole line

ls2/>3P2-ls2 1S0X = 1.8556 A (#). Figure 1 shows the
corresponding segments of the 1970 November 16 flare
spectrum and the laboratory spectrum. There are, in
addition, a large number of so-called satellite lines
near the FeXXVI and FeXXV resonance lines; they be-
long to FeXXV and FeXXTV, respectively, and are two-
electron transitions of the types 2121' —Is2l" and Is2l2l'
—· ls22Z". In the short segment of the spectrum studied,
calculations indicate about 500 satellite lines that are
unresolved because of Doppler broadening; this is a new
type of spectrum, the "quasicontinuous spectrum," and
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FIG. 1. Segments of solar-flare and laboratory spectra. 1)
laboratory spectra, arbitrary units; 2) laboratory spectrum; 3)
solar flare; 4) solar flare of 1970 November, 16 0101 UT.
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about 95% of the energy radiated in this region of the
spectrum is concentrated in it. The wavelengths of the
FeXXV lines listed above and those of the strongest
satellite lines were measured accurate to ±0.0004 A.
The lines of the 1970 November 16 flare were found to
be Doppler-shifted, indicating motion of a hot volume of
plasma at a velocity of «600 km/sec at the beginning of
the flare.

It was possible for the first time to eliminate the pos-
sible errors introduced by the spatial inhomogeneity
and nonstationarity of the plasma in determining the
electron temperature of the flare Μΐ5-25)·10β οΚ
around flare maximum] from the intensity ratio of
FeXXV resonance and satellite lines and, from the flux
in the resonance line, a measure of the emission

electronsVcm»).

2i.rO.fi7S

The spectra of the initial and final stages of the
flares, which were obtained for the first time, were es-
pecially interesting. It was observed that for 10-20
minutes before flare maximum and for an approximately
equal time after maximum phase, the intensities of the
FeXXV resonance lines and the corresponding satellite
lines in the flare spectra were at 1/20-1/30 of their
levels in spectra recorded close to the maximum. In
these spectra, however, the intensities of the Lu lines
of FeXXVI increase, and there are new groups of lines
corresponding to Ka(L - K) and Ke(M - K) intrashell
transitions in "colder" iron ions that according to cal-
culations lie between FeXXVI and FelV (Fig. 2).

The maximum concentration of FeXVII-IV ions cor-
responds to the temperature range =2·10β-5·104οΚ, and
the energy of detachment of an electron in the Κ shell,
which is necessary to make the L — K and M — K transi-
tions possible, corresponds to about 7 keV. Thus,
these lines appear as a result of penetration of direc-
tional electron fluxes that have been accelerated to en-
ergies ^7 keV from the outside into the lower layers of
the corona and into the transitional layer. Comparison
of these spectra with the polarization of =15 keV flare
x-ray bremsstrahlung showed that in the initial and
final flare stages, when the intensities of the Ka and KB

lines are high, the amount of polarization, which is a
direct indication of the presence of directional electron
beams, is also high.

The data indicate that in the initial stages of the
flares, in the corona and apparently at heights of
20,000-40,000 km, where soft χ-radiation is generated,
the rupture of a current layer or some other mech-
anism6 gives rise to fluxes of accelerated electrons
that move along magnetic lines in the direction of the
sun's surface and penetrate comparatively deeply into
the solar atmosphere. As the flares develop, the num-
bers of these electrons increase rapidly and a region of
the solar atmosphere with a volume of »1028-10M cm3

and a density of «109-10 u electrons/cm3 (although still
higher densities cannot be excluded) is heated to a tem-
perature of (15-25)·105οΚ with thermalization of the
electron velocities in magnitude and direction. In the
final stage of the flare,accelerated electrons again be-
come a basic factor, although the mechanism of their
acceleration may be different from the initial mecha-
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of 2N solar flare of 1970 October 24 (begin-
ning 0447, maximum 0552, end 0631 UT).

nism in strong flares.7

A number of other experimental facts also support
the hypothesis of accelerated directional electrons as
the principal agent giving rise to flares in the radio,
optical, and shortwave bands of the electromagnetic
spectrum: the power-law nature of the bremsstrahlung
hard x-ray spectrum from 10 to 100 keV, the structure
of this radiation, with "elementary bursts" lasting a
few seconds, the appearance of accelerated electrons in
interplanetary space, and other phenomena. At the
same time, this hypothesis has recently come up
against serious theoretical difficulties.Ί9 Further the-
oretical and experimental research will be needed, in
particular simultaneous observations with adequate re-
solution in space and time, to determine the heights of
the regions generating x-radiation of various hardnes-
ses in the solar atmosphere. We plan to conduct such
investigations during the upcoming year of maximum
solar activity.

'Paper to be published in the journal "Solar Physics".
2I. A. Zhltalk, Instruments for Investigation of the Sun's X-ray
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V. V. Zheleznyakov and E. Ya. Zlotnik. Diagnostics
of neutral current layers under space conditions. In
recent years, studies of neutral current layers have
occupied a significant place in the physics of solar ac-
tivity, since it is in these layers that the processes
that give rise to solar flares appear to unfold. Natural-
ly, great interest will attach to any method of detecting
and diagnosing neutral current layers in the solar co-
rona (including those based on their intrinsic radio
emission). Most promising in this respect are the
thermal emission mechanisms, for which reconstruc-
tion of the parameters of the emitting region from ob-
served radio emission characteristics is a simpler and
more specific problem than the same procedure for
nonthermal mechanisms.1

The cyclotron mechanism (magnetic bremsstrahlung
of nonrelativistic electrons in a magnetic field) makes
the basic contribution to the thermal radio emission of
the current layers. This radiation originates only from
a thin region on the periphery of the current layer,
where the magnetic field HQ is of quasihomogeneous na-
ture. As a result, the frequency spectrum of the cy-
clotron radiation takes the form of relatively narrow
cyclotron lines with a simple-multiple frequency ratio.
Study of the conditions of generation of the radiation
and its escape from the corona has shown2 that the in-
dividual lines correspond to harmonics ω = swffo (ω is
the frequency of the radiation, ωΗ =eH0/mc is the elec-
tron gyrofrequency on the edge of the current layer,
and s is the number of the harmonic), which are super-
imposed on the cyclotron radiation spectrum of the co-
rona region bounded below by the current layer. The
radiation of the s = 1 harmonic does not escape the co-
rona; the line s = 2 is fully polarized (the sign of the
polarization corresponds to the ordinary wave); the or-
dinary wave dominates in the low-frequency part of the
line s = 3, and the extraordinary radiation in its high-
frequency wing; the fourth harmonic is partially polar-
ized as an extraordinary wave; higher harmonics are
faint and quite smeared out. The emission from the
part of the corona's active region that is situated above
the current layer has a continuous spectrum with an ef-
fective temperature Tttt = Tc (where Tc is the tempera-

ture of the corona) at frequencies ω < 2wff for ordinary
and at ω <3ωΗ for extraordinary waves; there is prac-
tically no radio emission from this region at higher fre-
quencies .

The special nature of the frequency spectrum and the
polarization enables us to observe and study neutral
layers in the corona through their thermal cyclotron
radio emission if the kinetic temperature in the layer
is T~107-108oK and the layer thickness is I^IO2 cm.
The cyclotron lines lie at the beginning of the decime-
ter band (wavelengths 10-20 cm) if Ho~300 Oe. To re-
cord cyclotron lines in the solar corona reliably and to
study them, it is necessary to have spectrographs with
a total frequency overlap Δω/ω ^ 3 or multichannel re-
ceiving equipment working in the same range (with an
interval of ^0.05ω between adjacent channels), com-
bined with highly directional (fractions of 1') antenna
systems. However, cyclotron lines can evidently be
detected in the solar radio emission with even more
modest facilities.

Study of the propagation of electromagnetic waves
through a neutral layer has shown3 that a new type of
linear interaction occurs here under certain conditions.
However, over a broad range of angles between the di-
rection of the magnetic field and the wave-propagation
direction, this interaction does not occur in the solar
corona, and the sign of the polarization remains un-
changed during passage across the neutral layer. This
has made it possible to explain the opposite polarization
of the two components of "bipolar" solar radio emis-
sion sources observed in the meter-wave band.4

*V. V. Zheleznyakov, Elektromagnitnye volny ν kosmlcheskoi
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